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For an alternative in the media : 

          THE BUILDING OF A GLOBAL 
           NETWORK OF JOURNALISTS

(Report on the Bangalore international workshop of journalists,
organised by the «Transforming Word» network) 


   An international workshop of journalists was organised in Bangalore (India, december 7th to 10th, 2000) by «Transforming Word » an asian network of journalists and writers working on a « different » globalization, a civic alternative based on a social, economic, cultural and political commitment . 
   The workshop revealed a true convergence of views on the situation of the " mainstream media " and great expectations concerning reform and alternatives. 
-   The workshop produced concrete projects: setting up a world network of journalists exchanging information and stories (translated and published according to possibilities). These exchanges have already started, and will be shortly structured on a Website exposing the « philosophy» of this professional network, and an « appeal » to journalists wishing to join us. The long-term objective is to create an alternative international "news service", providing informative data and stories/features to all medias (both mainstream and alternative). 



1 / A CRITICAL LOOK ON THE MEDIA SYSTEM 

   « Transforming Word » is a network of journalists, academics and writers, committed to to build a « different globalisation » in their own field, in the spirit of the « Alliance for a Responsible and United World » (www.echo.org ). 
   This network was born from a critical vision of the mainstream media, which currently decide of what the globalization should be, by imposing a news coverage focused on a neo-liberal economic and political agenda.
   This situations is partly due to the « hyper-concentration » of the medias/entertainment sector: in recent years, the number of groups controlling most of the US media came down from 50 to only 6 (AOL Time Warner, Abc-Disney, Murdoch, Universal Seagram-Vivendi,…). Most US cities now have one daily newspaper only, belonging to one of these big groups. Two thirds of the American population listen to radios which belong to only two big US groups. 
   As a matter of fact, journalism as a public service no longer exists. As readers are considered as consumers –not citizens--, there is a growing trend to make « profitable » news. « Infotainment " is gaining ground but investigative journalism is threatened, under the increasing pressure from adverstising contributors.  Nike succeeded in getting a US journalist transfered to another post, because she investigated about sweatshops in Vietnam. Coca-Cola went even further, issuing a strategic document a few years ago, to say what kind of reports should be placed next to its ads: no stories on drug, on health or negative diet information ( !), on politics or environment. 
    This emergence of « profitable » news has an important effect: marketing services are now taking over the newsroom, with the power of rejecting some articles and defining what must be published on the frontpage. 
   Another danger is the increasing power of the medias’ teams of lawyers, who go over the copy before publising: a story on the anti-union policy of McDonald's was recently cut to pieces by the lawyers of a US newspaper. 
   Growing conformism within the media is just another form of censorship. Newspapers, radios and TVs receive incredible volumes of information from the press agencies (AFP produces two millions words everyday, i.e. a story every minute at peak hours) but only a small part (maybe about 5%) is actually published by the media, and always the same : the same political fact of the day, the same financial news (Stock market.. ), the same sports news and " people " news , two growing sectors of the " infotainment " system. 
    Only a few stories --- pre-determined according to the supposed " interest " of the readership, but which actually concern only a minority of " happy few " in the world--- now monopolize almost all the information space. But topics concerning 95% of the world population (poverty, women’s rights, social rights, population issues, citizens movements …) hardly appear.  This limited and stereotyped news don't reflect the complex and plurality of the planet, and there lies a democratic problem : democracy is about the rights of the last, the lost and the least, those who never stand on the frontpage. 
   Systematically forgetting some topics can even lead to political manipulation : the year Mandela was released from jail, 80% of the South-Africans who only got information through the radio, had never heard of him before. In the US, lots of people have never heard of Ralph Nader, though watching TV several hours a day … 
   This growing conformism of the media also appears in the reproduction, in almost every country of the world, of CNN-like TV channels, which deliver the same business news to the same international business community, the most profitable audience. 
    Finally, there is a growing « dictatorship » of « real time news» and of " breakings news ". Speed is becoming an essential factor in journalism, though investigating , information and source checking require time. There is a need to break this vicious circle of speed, and to come back to a journalism based on distance and analysis. 

   FAIR  (Fairness and accuracy in reporting, www.fair.org) is a non-profit organization, a media watch which analyses the mainstream media with a vision of social justice, and a demand of structural reform. 
    Fair publisches Extra !, a bi-monthly magazine (updated with a newsletter every month), which analyses the coverage of events, criticizes all kinds of censorship, complacency, pressures and lack of honesty in the medias. It recently criticized the subjectivity of the media over the protests in Seattle, and exposed the case of  an AP journalist in Colombia, who was writing about the privatization of the water sector there, though he had some financial interest in the main water company. 
    FAIR also has a network of 14.000 readers and sympathizers, which tries to promote dialogue with the media. These readers get Email alerts on specific media, and can react by sending Emails and faxes to editors-in-chief, to get them to do their own investigation about specific issues.
    I/3 of FAIR income come from the magazine sales (no ads), 1/3 from private donations, and 1/3 from grants from corporations or foundations. This «left media watch » (the only one in the US), has a staff of 10 people in NYC, working  with local media watches. 
   


2 / WHAT DO JOURNALISTS NEED ? 

   Breaking the vicious circle of « loneliness and disillusion ». A need for recognition.
  Journalists who keep trying to get « alternative » stories published in the mainstream media inevitably lose heart after some time. After a while, they are even unconsciously have to compromise with the dominant spirit. They need a help to «keep on believing ». The support of a network could open up their horizon, and increase their possibilities of publishing. In Australia, journalists from the mainstream medias often publish (with pseudonyms) in Arena (an alternative magazine of socio-politic analysis) stories that could never be published in their own media. 
  Increasing the opportunities to publish in other medias, either in your own country or abroad, can bring recognition in your own newsroom. There is actually a strong need to break the rigid hierarchy of issues in the newsroom : politics, economics and diplomatic stories are the most career-boosting categories for journalists. But it is impossible to make a career when you cover social and citizenship issues. Being published in the foreign press can give a better image to theses issues. 

Open perspectives. 
 Journalists fighting for social and democratic issues need some hopeful perspectives, specially the more disillusioned professionnals, who are getting cynical. Since the end of the cold war, the general feeling is that journalists don't believe in anything any more : they just seem not to have a cause. 
   What we want to create is not a network of disillusioned journalists, in opposition with the rest of the prefession, but an ambitious network. There is a need for alternative spaces in the world of information, for  autonomy in journalism .  Journalists motivated by their social and democratic convictions must work in global network, basis of collective strength. This project must not be a professional « network » only, but a " team " and even a "community". 


3 / BUILDING A CREDIBLE ALTERNATIVE 

   This network’s ambition is to launch a quality " post-New journalism ", founded on a social and democratic commitment : citizens’right to a fair, independent information, and journalists’ duty to raise public awareness on vital issues form the world. Its style should be literary, modern,and attractive, close to social reality, but also sensitive, and far away from the stereotypes of sanitized journalism. 

   Several steps will be necessary in the constitution of this network. 

1 / Since december, the group has started to exchange data, informations and stories through an Egroup. It is part of the « Transforming Word » approach : " pooling " articles -either unpublished or published- so that the network members pick up those they can translate and publish in their own country. Standard fees like the ones practiced by Transforming Word is to consider.  Our objective is also to « pool » data and information : for example, a journalist investigating on some nuclear waste in his country can exchange information with colleagues from other countries.  Stories/features can even be written together. 

2 / This idea of « pooling » articles naturally leads to the idea of a Website, in several languages, that would structure these exchanges in thematic sectors, and expose the philosophy of this network. It would include a definition of our alternative ambition in journalism, as well as an " appeal " to journalists wishing to join us. Lots of journalists in the world have the same commitments, andthey must know that we exist. 
   This Website could later stand as a portal, with links to existing alternative media and media watch organisations. 

3 / On a longer term, our ambition is to create an alternative " news service", providing (selling) original, in-depth investigative stories, features to both mainstream and alternative media. 
One thing is clear: the purpose is definitely not to compete with the existing news agencies and produce the same content. It is not either to build up a project based only on our opposition to the values of the rest of the profession.  But as there is a real need for a global alternative service, we want to invest a different « niche », and cover a all kinds of topics still hardly published, with serious sources and analysis. 
   Our aim is to invest the public information space with articles that the readers ask for, and deserve, but can hardly find. Readers are certainly fed up with the excessive standardization of the media, and asking for a more independent journalism. Investing this space also means to build up a « critical mass »  of alternative data/news in order to counterweight the stereotyped offer from the mainstream media. The meeting talked about « changing the fundamental balance of power. Media is power ». 
   This « news service » reputation will be based on reliable, responsible and original news. The « dictatorship » of fast news will be left aside, to focus on distance and analysis, on topics that would not be found anywhere else. 


   HOW TO START THIS NEWS SERVICE ? Debates about this " news service "--that would be based on the Web — are going on through an E-group. A « core team » is going to set up an agenda. The philosophy of this news service should be clearly defined –in a « charter » -- and exposed on the web site. This media has to be totally independent from any political, activist, religious and financial influence, but based on a obvious social and professional commitment, in the spirit of "the Alliance for a responsible, plural and united world " (Transforming Word is a member of this Alliance). 
   A mechanism should guarantee its independence (with maybe a supporting group of personalities and/or recognized moral authorities).  
   The name of this media still has to be found, but we all agree that it should also have a strong identity, a  « trade mark » easy to recognize. 
   The stories will focus on issues related to our citizens’ commitment (environment, social debates, education, geopolitical analysis, development issues, poetry, exclusive intellectual tribunes …). Working with other alternative medias is to consider. 
   The launching will need a wide professional and financial partnership, that could include institutes, foundations and inter-governemental agencies. 
   The idea to work with the free Linux software has been discussed.
    We will analyse the situation of the alternative medias in order to see why some succeed and why some fail. But there is no fatality of failure for these medias ; the specialized press agency WFS (Women's Features Service), based in India, is doing very well, gaining more and more clients in Asia. 
   The launching policy should include early workshops with mainstream and alternative medias editors, in order to define the needs, and publicize this project among them. We can also work on a radio and TV contents. 
   Some already published stories and "copyleft" articles should be available freely on the this news service for public purpose.
  The use of the news service could be free during the first year (though with a mention of source and copyright). An evaluation of this first year will be necessary before we start the commercial phase. 
   

   A support to this project could be brought by setting up a « circle », a « focus group » of readers/sympathisers/personalities, who could meet with us for some events (debates, conferences …) and would have a right to look at the editorial line. 
   Our final project is to create a training " academy " of journalists, with regular sessions for young or more experienced journalists, in order to raise awareness among professionnals, and expose them to other people and ideas. One of us is already training teens to journalism in townships of South Africa. These sessions could constitute a permanent dialogue between journalists from all over the world.  This " academy " could also support sabbatical periods (studies, research, writing of a book …). 

4 / PROJECT SCHEDULE 

  This diagnosis of the mainstream media system has also been made in France by a small group of journalists, which includes Jean-Paul Marthoz (Human Rights Watch), who wrote a book about this system (« Et maintenant le monde en bref », Complexe-GRIP, Brussels) .The meeting of Bangalore is the next step to this analysis, and it is now important to organize all this in a global network. 
   In the early months of 2001, this group of journalists will be extended to a European network. The same job will be done in Africa, in the Arabian world and America. A global meeting should be organized as soon as possible. 
    As the debates are going on through an E-group, and exchanges of stories and information are going on. The opening of the Website in planned for 2001. The launching of the « news service », which requires feasibility studies, and a structured policy about the content, will take more time. We should however start working on a structured project in 2001, with a permanent team. 
 
Contacs : @echo.org benedicte@echo.org or sidd@vsnl.com
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